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Gorbachev•s economic reforms began in 1988 on the basis o~ 

the law on state entarprise (association) and the law on coopera

tion in the USSR. To what extent did the changes caused by these 

legal acts, influgnce ordinary workers? Did they feel their own 

everyday working life as changing and what are the changes? Do 

socio-economic changes differ at the state and cooperative enter-

prises and do these differences predomi~ate over similarities? 

Let's apply for the answers to these and some other questi

ons to the materials of sociological research held in Moscow at the 

end of 1988
1

• The subjects were workers of two state enterprises 

and one cooperative plant which was founded on the basis of the 

former st&te enterprise. The labour team of the cooperative plant 

has remained the saae as it ~as at the former state enterprise, so 

the divergence of opinions and estimations between the two groups 

of respondents does not depend on the procedure of workers selecti-

on. To the mo!lent of the survey t·:10 state enterprises had been 

working in the ne'.'1 ccor.or.i1c conditions for one year, and coopera-

tive plant - for about six months. 

1 Th. .• 13 research was done by·the authors together with v.v.Komarov-
sky. 
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First changes. First of all the najority of workers say that 

most job facets have not changed during past year both at the state 

a"ld cooperative enterprises. But many cooperative and state wor!iers 

say that changes of working load and YJages did have taken pla~e. 

These changes are more evident at the cooperative plant: the 

working load has increased at 91% of cooperative workers compared 

with 62 - 7"i!I> at state enterprises workers; wages increase was 

mentioned by two thirds of the cooperative workers and only by one 

third of state sector workers1
• Additionally, changes _of working 

load were more in concord with changes of pay at cooperative plant 

compared with state ones. That is why cooperators more often than 

state workers declare that fairness of their pay distribution have 

increased and that their wages correspond to thP.~.r work output now. 

On the contrary, the workers at state enterprises more often than 

at cooperative one believe that they "give away more than receive 

in exchange". 

Other differences testify to more favourable pattern of 

changes at the cooperative plant than at state enterprises also. 

A considerable amount of cooperators say that public organization~ 

at the plant function better, became more useful for workers now 

than before reforms start and that ~anagement became more compe-

tent. Hore cooperato!"s than state workers say about the increased 

participation of ranl~-and-file \'1ork2rs in solving production 

problems also, and zo 1::e eome to conclusion that cooperative 

1Most of the differences mentioned below are statistically signi

ficant (p ~ 0,05; p' 0,0~; p ~ 0,001). The analysis is being 
undertaken in four ~ubr;rou:ps: men (I) nnd \'/Omen (II) from state 

enterprises and men (III) and wone~ (IV) fro~ cooperative plant. 
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mechanism is better than state-administrative one not only in 

mobilization of executive skillz of ordinary >"JOrker~ but in the 

mobilization of the initiative or mana&ers, leaders of public 

organizations and ordina1·y workers also. In addition the workers at 

cooperative plant complain on deterioration of labour conditions 

and slackening of managers attention to employers needs not so 

often ,'.S workers at state enterprises. so, judging to workers 

evaluations more evident increase of labour output at cooperative 

workers during last year reforms has been accompanied.by more 

evident improvement of their own well-being and by less evident 

losses that at state enterprises workers. 

Seeing - or not seeing - changes by workers is a way for eco

nomic reform-makers to test which of changes planned by them did 

reach rCUlk-and-file workers during past year. Judging to our survey 

results there are visible intended chan[es in the working load, 

wages and self-management; they were marked by 2~ or larger share 

of surveyed workers in each subgroup. But only increase in working 

load (beth at state and cooperative enterprises) and wages (only at 

cooperative plant) which was mentioned by more than 5a:fo of res

pondents may be considered to be wid ely spread. 

There are also such intentions of economic reform-makers whicn 

to ~orkers opinion have not been fulfilled yet. Unfortunately the 

intention to accelerate innovation processes has not been ful-· 

filled: workers do not say about acceleration of new techniques and 

tech~ology introduction and of mastering new products. These pro

cesses have turned out to be the most inert probably because of 

their labour- and resource~absorbing character. 

Some unintended and undesirable change3 which aggravate our 

previous deficits have taken place also. First of all as ~en 
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workers pointed out the deficit of production supply has increased 

and that is an inevitable price for slowness of ec01~o:iic reiorcs. 

Disrythmia in supply leads to increase of monthly wages fluctuati

ion and this last change is mentioned by appreciable part of coope

rative and state workers, both men and women. Secondly, the wag~s 

grouth leads to increase of inflation and growth of consumer goods 

and services deficit, which partially depreciates pay increase. 

Thirdly mentioned by the majority increase of working load has 

aggravated lack of rehabilitation employees labour capacity 

conditions in our society. 

Dissatisfaction is growing. Dissatisfaction with process of 

changes predominate over satisfaction with it both at cooperative 

and state enterprises. The workers dissatisfied with the rate of 

economic reform and believe tnat it could go on faster and more 

radicall~. This conclusion from our data is confirmed by demands 

content which have been putting forward during miners' strikes in 

summer 1989. It is known that the strikers d~manded neither return 

to old economic system nor slowing the movement forward, but on 

the contrary they demanded more successive and urgent realization 

of economic refor111 main ideas. 

~omen at cooperative plant are more satisfied with all job 

facets than at state enterpris.:s. As to men cooperative workers 

are more safisfied with their salary, with process of changes at 

their plant and '.'1ith work·as a ·:1hole. These comparisc.ins !'lake 

evident the advant3GC oi cooperative econo~ic mechanism over t~e 

state on~ which conclusion coincideo with results of our analysis 

of changes perceivea by workers at cooperative and state enter

priaes. nut the story will not be complete if not to tell th~t men 

at cooperative plant do not feel more satisfaction than ~en at 
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state enterprises with their foremen and feel less satisfaction 

1.1ith possibilities for :>elf-developr.ient at \10rk. 

To evaluate the present state of affairs ~e cocpared our data 

on satisfaction with data of sociological team headed by V.A.Jadov 

which were received at twelve industry state enterprises in Lenin

grad in 1976. The same job facets and the identical questionnaire 

items were used in 1988 and 1976 and in both cases the data 

describe the industrial workers of large city. 

It appears tbat 3atisfaction ?11.th all job facets.at our res

pondents working both at cooperative and state enterprises is J.ower 

than in Leningrad investigation. These differences are statistical

ly significant and in most cases their absolute values vary from 

0,8 till 1,7 (with 5-grade scales). 

Satisfaction decreased and dissatL:raction increased in some 

cases in' spite of real situation improvc~ent. For example, in i976 

~hen there was no question of workers• ~eal participa~ion in aana

r;em.ent 36 - 37.b of those polled were satisfied with the opportunity 

to participate in the mana&ecent of production that was available 

to them at that tit1e. ~fnile nowadays when real opportunities to 

participate in manageme~t have appeared these ii5llres are reduced 

to 11~ - 20;~. 

This is explained by the funda1:1ental psychological changes 

caused by perestroika in ..-1or~ers' minds - the aVlakening of sclf

re:;pec t, level oi as!>lrati.ons increase, overcor:iing the est1·angem~ nt 

fror;t production ~n·occ3s and from the world of social relations. 

Al~ost all satisfaction data received in our polls at industry 

enterpri~es in c.iif rcrent soviet cities in 1988 - 1989 turned out to 

be lower than in 197G also. 
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The social fur.ction of dissatisfaction increasir.~ ir. pr~sent 

situation in our society is very important. The inc:-e.:!Ge of ·.1or.kers 1 

discontent and free expression of this discontent sti=ulate c~anges 

and so this ieeling is a necessary premise for real chan;;es not 

only in economics but in society as a whole. 

Is it possible to work more? Judging their o\7?1 job productivity 

and productivity of other personnel categories at enterprise many 

respondents admitted that they themselves, workers of their team, 

workers of other teams and shops and enterprise management also do 

not ~ork as hard as they can. 

The opinions of ~en and women both at cooperative plant and at 

state enterprises are sharply different: whole estimating themselves 

rnen prefer to say "I work in a normal way but could work better" 

and women prefer to say "I work with full energy". So most of the 

women think that they have no resources for the future increase of 

job productivity using their own forces, but most of men in spite 

of working load increase in past year think that they do have such 

resources. This distinction is expressed not only in different 

self-estimations of men 3.Ild women but also in their different esti

mations of their cov1orkers, respondents probably project on them 

their ovsn self-estimations. 

Respondents at cooperative plant estimated their own and other 

workers' output higher than respondents at state enterprises. That 

means that because of more universal increase of working load at 

economically independent cooperative enterprise during past year 

the cooperative ·.1orkers realize their capacities more fully than 

state ones and t:eir reso~rcen for further increase in labour out

put are ldss. 3ut diff ?rences due t~ dc~rce of economic indcpen~c:!c~ 

dencc (cooperative vs state prop~rty) i~fl~unce the esti~ations of 
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output less than ~ender differences and so the means of output 

esti?!tations rank as follO\'IS (in the direction from larGe ur.-:.i::;ed 

resources to small ones): men at state enterprises, men at coope-

rative plant, women at state enterprises, 1.1ornen at cooperative 

plant. 

The workers' ratings of management job output differ sharply 

from all others: these mean ratings are approximately 1 point 

lower (using 3-grade scales) than workers' mean self-estimations 

and substantially lower than mean ratings of other workers. It is 

enough to say that 42 - 7Cfi, of workers in different subgroups are 

sure that managing board of their enterprise works "very far from 

full force". Compare this figures with 21% or less respondents who 

e~press such opinion of their coworkers and \ti.th 7% or less res

pondents who think so aboilt themselves. 

Of course we are talking only about opinions and not about 

objective measures of output. But whethar these opinions are 

adequate to reality or not the impression of ?:lost of the workers 

that the staff \:forks 1.1orse than rank-and-file workers indicate to 

a serious social conflict whici.1 exists at industry enterprises 

today. 

So aG it appears most uorkcrs blame for their dissatisfaction 

tr1o~e who have f:.. cedor.1 ant: power to decide. It r1as revealed not 

only in the workers' ne6ative estimations of the staff job output 

cut also in their convict'ion that it is "resistance of bureacrats 

t!lat prevents elimination of nerious drawbacks in our economy". 

l'his :particular reason has cor:ie ~o a first place out of a long list 

and is mentioned by 42 - :;c,,·:~ of re-::.·ponue 11 i-s · · b 
//.~ ~ ~ in various su groups. 

It worth mentionir.t; also that nearly hall' of the workers consider a 

strike to be an acceptable method to solve conflicts with administ-

ration. Our data dc~on~tratc that even the change of state eritcr-
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pris~ into a cooperative one could not reduce the tension accun~

lated in relationships between workers and administratior~. 

Alternative5 for tomorrow. ~~!orkers dissatisfaction ~·:it~ 

current situation combined with their admission that they could 

\'/Ork more make them to think what to do for situation improvement. 

Supply improvement, material stimulation, technical rene\'/al, 

debureaucratization and production organization improvement are 

most popular programmes for productivity increase among workers of 

both cooperative and state enterprises. Each of them has won one 

third or more voices and exceeds in popularity every other 

progra.r.lr.le suggested for choice. 

The high popularity of idea 11 to give people possibility to 

earn more than novr" indicates that this way is one of the most 

effective for productivity increase. At the same time such a 

popularity demonstrates that restrictions on workers wages (they 

are called "ceilings") have not cancell~d yet. So it is natural 

that 60 - 7Cf), of respondentl:3 (runong state enterprises employees 

more than among cooperators) are convinced that however much they 

~ork they will not be paid more than a restricted sum of money. 

It worth mentioning that workers aspirations are rather 

modest. The answers to the question "what wages per month would you 

consider to be enough for you?" vary from 320 roubles (an a-v=rage 

sum asked by •:1omen at state enterprises) to 440 roubles (an avcra.se 

sum asked by :nen at cooperative plant). If -.:1e even rely on very 

overst~ted soviet official rouble's rate, it ~ill turn out that 

desired lrl~O :cou bl es arc i.1ore than t\·1ice lower than real v1ages of 

·:1orken; in JnitJc1 ::;tntes, Great Britain and Federal Republic of 

Ger:;.any. 3o even if our i'/Orkers get the desired money our labour 

force will stay a chc~p one. 
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rrihe popularity among workers of the programac "to improve 

production supply" is not surprising. This proposal i:; dir.;ctly 

linked with workers complaints on production 5upply dctcrio~ation 

through the past year. The fact that thic programme is put for~ard 

more often at the cooperative plant (among ce~) is explained by a 

higher price of labour time here. So the same breake in supply 

leads to higher damage for workers wages at cooperative enterprise 

that at state one. Respondents at cooperative plant more often than 

at state enterprise say that fluctuations of their wages depend 

first of all on the variations in supply. 

x ..., .. ~ x 

To define more distinctly comparative popularity of different 

renewal programmes wa asked respondents to choose "only one, most 

il:lportant way to labou::- productivity ir:~rease at your enterprise". 

There wete four alternatives - one 11 tec~mical11 ("introduction of 

new techniques and technology") and three "motivational" (11effecti-

ve material stimulation", 11 tightening up the discipline" and 

"faith, great idea, enthusiasm") - in the list offered to o\lr 

respondents. 

The results oi this "voting" appeared the same both at coope-

rative and state enterprises. Programme of technical renewal as a 

-::ay to increase labour productivity prcuorninates in popularity over 

every motivational :r>rosram::1e. 1.;ost of the wor.rcers set all their 

hopes 011 technique (on 11il"on 11 as .r>eople called it) and not on the 

changes that coulcl be obtained by impact upon human being throu5h 

its I!!Otivation. 

The technical alternative is preferred because it would be 

machines' but not ".'1orkers' V/Orkinc; load ·:1hich increases in this 

case; and on the contrary, in caae of p~oductivity improvement by 
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eotivational methods the workers• ~orking load ~ould necessary have 

to increase. As ror responsibility for cq·1iprnent purchasinz and 

installation \Vorkers put is not on themselves also, but on 

specialists and the staff. 

Motivational programmes of labour productivity increase which 

presuppose further increase of workers: wr.rking load received mor~ 

than one third of voices. It became possible because as it wa~ 

shown hereabove many respondents (especially men) admit that they 

have unused resources of work energy. 

The workers support to different motivational programmes 

differs remarkably. The programme of material stimulation for which 

each third man and each fifth woman votes got the majority among 

motivational programmes. As to traditional fer our recent history 

administrative-dis~ipline ( "fightening '.l;;> the disci.pliue") and 

ideologital ("faith, great idea, enthusiasm") methods - they do not 

receive a wide support from the workers ooth at cooperative and 

state enterprises. 

The cooperative and state workers prefer the programme of 

material stimulation to programme of ideological one refutes an 

opinion rather widely spread in current ::;u~riet literature and 

expressed for example by publicist M.Antonov. As he wrote "it is 

difficult to raise people, especially Russian people, to struggle 

for extra 10 roubles. It is necessary to suggest them a great 

goal" ("October" 1987, N 8, p. 53). Our data indicate that giving 

the people opportunity to improve their wejl-being and well-being 

of their families has mor~ chances to incre~s~ their job p~oducti

vity than offeri"lg them "a creat c;oal" in its traditional meaning. 

And by the way ~hy better life of every worker and his (her) 

family is not a great goal? 




